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NEWS RELEASE
WORLD PRESIDENT OF OCIC NETS
2001 DANIEL KANE AWARD FROM UD
DAYTON, Ohio- The Rev. Peter Malone, M.S. C., world president of OCIC, the
International Catholic Organization for Cinema, will receive the 2001 Daniel J. Kane Religious
Communications Award from the University of Dayton's Institute for Pastoral Initiatives.
The award, which includes an original hand-crafted wall sculpture by Brother Joseph
Barrish, S.M., will be presented Saturday, June 23. Malone will present"A Theological
Dialogue: Jesus and Cinema" at 7:30p.m. Friday, June 22, in the Kettering Residence Hall multipurpose room. The presentation is free and open to the public.
"Living in a new media culture with the rapid explosion of films carrying many diverse
messages, we need to have people who speak out for positive human values in film," said Sister
Angela Ann Zukowski, M.H.S.H., director of the Institute for Pastoral Initiatives. "We need to
have people who can help point the way for our own critical reflection and discernment on film
and film stories as we continue to merge into a new global village."
Malone's selection honors more than three decades of film study and research from a
Catholic perspective, she said.
"Over these many years, Father Malone has dared to venture into the film culture as a
man of dialogue and discernment," Zukowski said. "He attempts to study films from a variety
of angles to see redemption, salvation and gracefulness in their messages. He is not afraid to
speak out when a film can be hateful or destructive of cultures or people's values or beliefs."
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Malone looks to film as a starting point for conversations about faith.
"I particularly like to foster a dialogue between movies and the Gospels, such as
Spielberg's Amistad in dialogue with the parable of the Good Samaritan and the question put to
Jesus, 'And who is my neighbor?'" he said. "Or Contact and the search for a transcendent power
in the universe, which we'll call God. John Paul II recently referred to movies and their capacity
for storytelling in so many genres as one of the great modern places for dialogue on values."
An Australian now living in London, Malone is author of a dozen books on film, such as

Films and Values and Movie Christs and Antichrists.
He says American films are seen worldwide, providing "a common talking point.
Different cultures share opinions and interpretations. When the movie dramatizes values, then
there is common ground for discussion. Often this discussion turns to explicitly religious
themes.
"The downside of the predominance of mainstream American movies is that they are
crowding out local movies," Malone said. "Each culture needs to tell its own stories in movies
so that, while globalization dominates, local experiences are valued and appreciated. Industries
in Iceland or Australia can never match the big-budget American productions, but they can
produce entertaining and compelling movies within their means that will speak to their own
audiences."
The Daniel J. Kane Religious Communications Award, named for the former
communication director of the Archdiocese of Cincinnati, is given to people who have made a
lifetime contribution to religious communication. A donation in Malone's name will be made to
a scholarship fund for students from Third World countries to participate in the Pastoral
Communications and Ministry Institute held each summer at UD.
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For media interviews with Sister Angela Ann Zukowski, M.H.S.H., and the
Rev. Peter Malone, M.S.C., contact Zukowski at (937) 229-3126 or via e-mail at
angela.zukowski@notes.udayton.edu.

